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  THE PHC CERNER LEARNER 

From the desk of Dr. Janet Simons   Your by physicians, for physicians source for CST Cerner information at PHC 

BC Children’s Hospital will be going live 

with CST Cerner on February 26, 2022! 

There is an opportunity for PHC physicians 

to help out our BCCH counterparts as they 

learn to navigate this change. It’s actually 

quite a fun experience, and you will learn a 

lot about the system yourself. Time is 

reimbursed at sessional rates. For details 

or to sign up, contact Eric Grafstein 

egrafstein@providencehealth.bc.ca 

Happy Learning! 

~Janet 

HOLIDAY 

READING 
When things go wrong or change suddenly 

in CST Cerner, sometimes it’s not obvious 

why. It’s always helpful to bring forward 

new issues and changes you’ve noticed by 

calling the service desk or emailing myself 

or our Informatics team. It can take 

multiple angles to fully see and solve a 

problem. This month, I started noticing that 

I was receiving a lot more stuff into my 

message center than usual.  See page 2 for 

the whole story on how the problem got 

hunted down and (hopefully) solved – it’s a 

Cerner Mystery! 

  

  

You may have heard or seen something about the CST Project pulling 

resources away from PHC to focus on upcoming Go Lives, namely for 

BC Children’s Hospital and VGH. So what does that mean for us?? 

- Many of the members of our local informatics team have started

working on Go Live activities for other sites

- We do still have a few people here to address urgent and

important issues – so still log issues with the service desk or

email providerinformatics@providencehealth.bc.ca

- PHC physicians can still heavily influence how Cerner works and

what changes are needed. The best path to do this is to talk with

your counterparts at VGH and let them know what needs to be

different before they go live. They don’t know what they don’t

know and will be grateful for the advice.

Any questions, don’t hesitate to reach out. 

PROJECT PRIORITIES 

SPINE PRECAUTIONS 
A new set of Powerplans went live this month which allows us to more 

clearly communicate (and later, discontinue) spinal precautions. You can 

now find these three Powerplans: 

- Immediate Post-Fall Spine Precautions and Activity Orders

- Cervical Spine Precautions, Brace and Activity Orders

- Thoracic Lumbar Spine Precautions, Brace and Activity Orders

Note that to order ‘full’ spinal precautions you would 

place BOTH the Cervical and Thoracic precaution 

plans.  

The plans include activity and position orders so that 

we are clearly communicating with the allied team 

about what the patient needs. They also include a 

place to clearly document/order when the patient no 

longer requires the precautions. 
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    A MESSAGE CENTER MYSTERY 
Logging into Cerner one morning last week, my message center inbox seemed to be suddenly overflowing. Dozens of 

results to review and some very odd looking co-sign requests coming from someone named “SYSTEM, SYSTEM” – this 

never happened before. Something must have changed! But what? 

Soon, I start getting emails from colleagues across the hospital, wondering why they are suddenly getting labs to review 

from last summer (!) – why the delay?? Not to mention that they are being asked to co-sign a bunch of things, from 

outpatient paper lab requests to add-on and reflexed tests. It’s simply unmanageable! 
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Anyone else’s inbox look like this?? 

At first it seemed to mostly be an issue with laboratory results, and so I immediately wondered if our lauch of Phlebotomy 

Collect (more on that next issue!) in late November had somehow messed things up. I asked around and no, this was 

happening at LGH and Sea-to-Sky sites as well, unlikely to be related to our local lab changes here. 

The CST team started investigating and thought that this was related to a change made for PHC cycle 6 go-live. During 

that go-live, it was discovered that lab results from outpatient ‘Lab, Recurring’ encounter types were not coming into 

Message Centre to review. So the team had turned that on. Now all results done at VPP outpatient hospital laboratory 

sites will come into Message Centre, same as inpatient results. Great! But it turns out that the change was retroactive as 

well, so suddenly, all results dating back to June 2020 when the ‘Lab, Recurring’ encounter type was created landed in 

Message Centre all at once! Wowza. 

That’s sort of good new/bad news. There was a problem, we fixed it, and while there was a big one time dump, it’s not 

going to be an ongoing issue. But wait – what about the co-signature requests? We thought they were related to the 

same problem  . . . but it’s not just outpatient orders being affected. How did this ‘recurring’ encounter issue cause that 

too?? 

Turns out – it didn’t. It just so happened that around the same time as this results fix being applied from an issue which 

was discovered at PHC cycle 6 go-live, another change was being made in response to a problem identified at BC 

Cancer’s go-live back in July. At BC Cancer, providers noticed that when a pharmacist modified an order that the 

physician had wrote, it did not go back to the physician to co-sign. They saw this as a problem and after some 

investigation, a setting was changed so that when a pharmacy order was modified by a pharmacist, the ordering 

physician would still have to co-sign the updated order. 

Well, of course that change did not just affect pharmacy, though no one realized it at the time. Rather, now every order 

when added or changed from any department (so that’s pharmacy, radiology, laboratory etc) would be routed to the 

listed Ordering Physician for co-signature. That probably makes sense for medication orders but way less sense for when 

the lab reflexes a peripheral smear based on the CBC results, or when radiology re-protocols a CT scan. With the issue 

identified, a fix was found and will be applied shortly (as of time of writing). 

In Internal Medicine we like to talk about Occam’s Razor (look for the unifying theory to account for all the patient’s 

symptoms) vs Hickam’s Dictum (“A patient can have as many diseases as he damn well pleases”). So it turns out that 

the problems with Message Center was more of a Hickam’s situation. With a lot of hard work, the CST team went from 

issue to solution in under 2 weeks – they can and do spring into action when the problem is big enough!  

Editor’s note: some oversimplifications made to keep the story coherent. Isn’t Informatics fun and exciting?!? 




